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1S LINGTON

Environment & Regeneration
Municipal Office, 222 Upper Street, N1 1XR
Report of: Service Director, Public Protection
Meeting of:

Date:

Ward(s):

Licensing Sub-Committee - B

12/08/2021

Finsbury Park

Exempt

Non-exempt

SUBJECT: PREMISES LICENCE REVIEW APPLICATION
RE:
MCDONALDS, 13-15 SEVEN SISTERS ROAD,
ISLINGTON, LONDON, N7 6AJ.
1.

2.

Synopsis
1.1

This is an application by the Islington Council Community Safety Team for a Review
of the Premises Licence under Section 51 of the Licensing Act 2003. A copy of the review
application is attached as Appendix 1.

1.2

The grounds for review is related to the following licensing objectives:
i)

The prevention of crime and disorder;

ii)

Public Safety;

iii)

The prevention of public nuisance;

iv)

The protection of children from harm.

Relevant Representations
Licensing Authority

Yes

Metropolitan Police

Yes

Noise

No

Health and Safety

No

Trading Standards

No

3.

Public Health

No

Safeguarding Children

No

London Fire Brigade

No

Local residents

Yes: 5

Other bodies

No: A local ward councillor

Background
3.1

The premises currently holds a licence allowing:
i)

Late night refreshment on Monday to Sunday from 23:00 to 05:00

ii)

To allow the premises to be open twenty four hours a day seven days a week ;

Licensing History:
3.2 The current licence was granted on 10th March 2011. The application was subject to representation
from the Council Noise and Team and Health Safety representative these were both with drawn
subject to the agreement of licence condition.
3.3 The licence has been amended by minor variation on two occasions since 2011. Once to simply
amend the premises layout plan and secondly in March 2019 to add additional conditions on the
licence at the request of the Police Licensing Team and the Council’s Licensing Authority.
3.4 The current licence holder Capital Arches Group Limited transferred on the licence in November
2019.

4.

Planning Implications
4.1

5.

There are no planning implications to this application.

Recommendations
5.1

To determine the application to review the premises licence under Section 52 of the
Licensing Act.

5.2

The Committee must have regard to the application and any relevant representations.
The Committee must take such steps as necessary for the promotion of the four
licensing objectives.

5.3

The steps stated in Sections 52(4) of the Act are as follows:
a)

to modify the conditions of the licence; and for this purpose the conditions of the
licence are modified if any of them are altered, omitted or any new condition is
added;

b)

to exclude a licensable activity from the scope of the licence;

c)

to remove the designated premises supervisor;

d)

to suspend the licence for a period not exceeding three months;

e)

to revoke the licence;

f)

the Committee also have the option to leave the licence in its existing state;

g)

6.

the Committee also has the power in relation to steps a) and b) to provide that
the modification and exclusion only has effect for a limited period not exceeding
three months.

Reasons for recommendations
6.1

The Council is required to consider this application in the light of all relevant
information, and if approval is given, it may attach such conditions as appropriate to
promote the licensing objectives.

Appendices:
Appendix 1:

application form;

Appendix 2:

current premises licence;

Appendix 3:

representations;

Appendix 4:

suggested conditions and map of premises location.

Background papers:
None.
Final report clearance:

Signed by:
Service Director – Public Protection

Report author: Licensing Service
Tel: 020 75027 3031
E-mail: licensing@islington.gov.uk

Date

02/082021

Appendix 1

ISLINGTON COUNCIL
Application for the review of a premises licence or club premises certificate under the
Licensing Act 2003
PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS FIRST
Before completing this form please read the guidance notes at the end of the form.
If you are completing this form by hand please write legibly in block capitals. In all cases ensure
that your answers are inside the boxes and written in black ink. Use additional sheets if necessary.
You may wish to keep a copy of the completed form for your records.
I Sarah Armstrong
(Insert name of applicant)
apply for the review of a premises licence under section 51 / apply for the review of a club
premises certificate under section 87 of the Licensing Act 2003 for the premises described in
Part 1 below (delete as applicable)
Part 1 – Premises or club premises details
Postal address of premises or, if none, ordnance survey map reference or description
McDonalds
13-15 Seven Sisters Road

Post town Islington

Post code (if known) N7 6AJ

Name of premises licence holder or club holding club premises certificate (if known)
Capital Arches Group Ltd

Number of premises licence or club premises certificate (if known)
LN/12938-171219 AMENDED

Part 2 - Applicant details
I am

Please tick  yes

1) an individual, body or business which is not a responsible
authority (please read guidance note 1, and complete (A)
or (B) below)
2) a responsible authority (please complete (C) below)

□

3) a member of the club to which this application relates
(please complete (A) below)

□

(A) DETAILS OF INDIVIDUAL APPLICANT (fill in as applicable)
Please tick  yes
Mr

□

Mrs

□

Miss

Ms

Other title
(for example, Rev)

□

Surname

First names

Armstrong

Sarah
Please tick  yes

I am 18 years old or over

□

Current postal
address if
different from
premises
address

On behalf of Islington Council Community Safety Team

Post town

Islington

222 Upper Street

Daytime contact telephone number
E-mail address
(optional)

Telephone number (if any)
E-mail address (optional)

02075273304

Sarah.armstrong@islington.gov.uk

(B) DETAILS OF OTHER APPLICANT
Name and address

N1 1XR

Post Code

(C) DETAILS OF RESPONSIBLE AUTHORITY APPLICANT
Name and address

Telephone number (if any)
E-mail address (optional)

This application to review relates to the following licensing objective(s)
1) the prevention of crime and disorder
2) public safety
3) the prevention of public nuisance
4) the protection of children from harm

Please tick one or more boxes 

IZI
IZI
IZI
IZI

Please state the ground(s) for review (please read guidance note 2)
This is a review application by the London Borough Islington Community Safety Team of
McDonalds 13-15 Seven Sisters Road.
A copy of the licence is exhibited as xxxxx
The premises licensee holder is Capital Arches Group Ltd.
Since McDonalds started offering a delivery service in 2017 Islington Council has received
complaints relating to the nuisance caused by delivery drivers whilst waiting to be allocated orders
and collect food.
These include reports of noise nuisance, littering, urinating and defecating, dangerous driving and
violent and intimidating behaviour from the drivers.
We also receive complaints regarding McDonalds deliveries at unsociable hours – the most recent
McDonalds delivery arriving at 01:30am.
As a result of these complaints Islington Council has liaised with both McDonalds and the
delivery companies to explore ways of minimising the harassment alarm and distress to residents.
We have increased parking enforcement patrols in the area, introduced stricter traffic management
orders and have had to resort to police support in managing the anti-social behaviour.
McDonalds staff have attended public meetings to hear the impact on residents, they have put up
signage and agreed to have staff patrol outside the restaurant regularly to pick up litter and advise
drivers they cannot park there but this has had little effect. We regularly send details of the
complaints received to McDonalds for their consideration.
Most recently we have received footage of violent offences involving the delivery drivers with the
use of weapons and very near misses where pedestrians have narrowly missed being hit by
delivery bikes. We have video footage of delivery drivers riding dangerously on the streets,
performing wheelies and parking on the footway causing an obstruction. Delivery drivers can
clearly be seen entering McDonalds and carrying McDonalds orders.
Residents with young families have narrowly missed being hit by vehicles and as the area is next
to a primary school children and families are affected by the dangerous driving and the leftover
litter and human waste at the entrance to their school.
Looking at the most recent reports for this year alone to date (04/06/21) we have received 74
reports to our ASB hotline with additional concerns and evidence provided to local councillors
with video and photographic evidence of at least 5 incidents showing an escalation in dangerous
driving and violent offences.
Of those 74 reports 23 were made after 11pm, within the current timeframe of McDonalds
licencable activity – this equates to 31% of all calls received being within McDonalds licence
period, there are a number of others that were received within 15 minutes of 11pm which would
bring the total to 37% of calls received within this time.
We would recommend that McDonalds take further action to stop the escalation of ASB caused by
delivery drivers by no longer offering a delivery service from this restaurant, by stopping their
delivery offer at 11pm or by employing security staff specifically to manage the delivery drivers
outside their restaurant. They may wish to consider alternative delivery services that use only
bicycle or electric vehicle couriers and we would recommend them putting further pressure on the
delivery companies themselves to manage their staff and come up with a robust action plan to stop
the ASB caused in residential areas.

Please provide as much information as possible to support the application (please read
guidance note 3)

09/01/2021

17:15

09/01/2021

21:39

15/01/2021

22:04

15/01/2021

22:18

16/01/2021

23:02

20/01/2021

21:55

23/01/2021

22:54

25/01/2021

22:10

27/01/2021

17:23

29/01/2021

16:00

29/01/2021

23:19

06/02/2021

23:43

06/02/2021

11:15

11/02/2021

23:50

The delivery truck at McDonald's has had its engine
running for at least an hour.
Delivery drivers/riders shouting and screaming at each other
constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders shouting and playing music and a
general nuisance
More than 9 delivery drivers/riders congregating on
Bowman's Mews playing music and shouting and being a
general nuisance
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Air pollution -McDonaldâ€™s delivery truck has had its
engine running for at least 20 minutes. Itâ€™s in the small
laneway where we live and backing onto Grafton school.
We have previous asked them to turn it off but they
continue not to listen.
McDonald's delivery truck again sitting with engine
running. They have previously said it's part of fridge
temperature maintaining but the back of the truck is wide
open during the delivery. So of course the truck won't be
keeping temperature. This happen
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly and being a general
nuisance. Horns beeping and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and

12/02/2021

21:04

12/02/2021

23:04

14/02/2021

23:49

19/02/2021

19:08

19/02/2021

23:28

20/02/2021

23:38

21/02/2021

23:14

24/02/2021

22:46

28/02/2021

22:55

28/02/2021

23:00

06/03/2021

23:36

10/03/2021

21:51

screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders reving engines whilst having
conversations in front of our building
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming / arguing at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery rider constantly speeding , lifting front wheel at
speed, skidding when hitting the brakes dangerously close
to pedestrians in Hercules Place and Bowman's Mews and
Seven sisters road. Moped reg LN7O OYWThis rider is a
danger to life. I have video
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.At least 7 to 8 riders out
front of the McDona
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the

12/03/2021

23:17

15/03/2021

21:00

17/03/2021

19:11

19/03/2021

20:23

19/03/2021

20:48

20/03/2021

20:57

21/03/2021

18:14

22/03/2021

05:37

22/03/2021

19:40

23/03/2021

18:47

25/03/2021

21:05

26/03/2021

17:58

evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.One rider in particular
revving engine and dangerous driving
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly. No social distancing taking
place at all. I missed your call, please attend or call me
back.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating, loitering shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.Drivers are not collecting
deliveries and are simply hanging out.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly and being a general
nuisance. No deliveries taking place, just hanging around
Horns beeping and alarms soundin
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly and being a general
nuisance. No deliveries taking place
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each and being a general nuisance. Horns
beeping and alarms sounding constantly.Riders loitering
and not socially distant at any time
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly and being a general
nuisance. Horns beeping and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and

06/04/2021

00:03

11/04/2021

12:37

11/04/2021

18:44

11/04/2021

12:30

16/04/2021

17:38

16/04/2021
18/04/2021

21:45
22:38

19/04/2021

18:31

24/04/2021

16:40

25/04/2021

23:09

26/04/2021

20:21

29/04/2021

19:47

01/05/2021

19:49

01/05/2021

20:28

screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
The delivery riders/drivers and the trader are being a
constant nuisance. It's very intimidating to walk past them
all.
Scooter registration LN7O OYW riding dangerously and
attempting to mono (ride on one wheel) the scooter up and
down Hercules Place and Bowman's Mews. Also riding on
the footpathThis is not the first time and is an accident
waiting to happe
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the day and
being a general nuisance. Horns beeping and alarms
sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly and being a general
nuisance. Horns beeping and alarms sounding constantly
being disturbed by Deliveroo drivers causing a nusicance
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming a
McDonald's truck has had engine running and stationary for
the past 20 mins after delivery has been unloaded
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
A fight has broken out between delivery riders. About 15
people involved and loud and dangerous riding. Delivery
drivers/riders congregating and shouting and screaming at
each other constantly throughout the evening/night and
being a general nuisance. Hor
delivery guys - being abusive & violent to customers
constantly riding on pavement causing obstruction pls call
back
A fight that broke out earlier that was reported over the
phone has started to brew again. The instigator is wearing a

04/05/2021

13:13

04/05/2021

22:37

06/05/2021

22:08

09/05/2021

22:12

18/05/2021

20:12

19/05/2021

12:45

20/05/2021

21:39

21/05/2021

23:10

22/05/2021

00:20

23/05/2021

23:12

24/05/2021

14:30

24/05/2021

14:33

baseball cap, a blue gilet and a grey top underneath. He was
threatening a blonde haired male and walking across seven
sisters Road with
One of the riders (was wearing a black helmet) outside
McDonald's got into a fight with another man. They were
violent with each other, and during the fight, an innocent
bystander was kicked in the leg by the rider. They were
separated, but the man then c
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting,
screaming at each other and fighting and being a general
nuisance.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery riders fighting amongst themselves with
threatening behaviour and aggressive shouting in general.
Circa 1915 Delivery drivers/riders congregating and
shouting and screaming at each other constantly throughout
the evening/night and being a general
McDonald's customers arguing and shouting with delivery
drivers. Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting
and screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constant
The customers and delivery drivers outside Macdonalds are
being really rowdy. The delivery drivers have been shouting
all night and revving their engines. The customers are
beeping horns, arguing with one another and the delivery
drivers. It's loud enough
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers fighting outside McDonalds 7 sisters Road
agreed to log and told him to phone the police
Delivery drivers/riders fighting congregating and shouting

26/05/2021

20:08

27/05/2021

17:53

27/05/2021

23:09

28/05/2021

23:11

29/05/2021

00:23

29/05/2021

23:01

31/05/2021

21:58

03/06/2021

18:59

03/06/2021

20:19

04/06/2021

00:06

and screaming at each other constantly. Fight took place at
1425 today rider in grey jacket with stripe across the back
and red jacket rider.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other while playing football and being a
general nuisance.
2 masked and hooded men shouting and arguing with intent
to cause disruption to Delivery drivers/riders who are
congregating and shouting and screaming at each other
while blocking the road.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.
Customers at McDonald's causing loads of noise. Two cars
sitting next to each other, engines running, music blaring.
Occupants eating McDonald's and screaming and shouting.
I've seen them urinate in the street too. Other cars are
beepin
Delivery drivers/riders congregating and shouting and
screaming at each other constantly throughout the
evening/night and being a general nuisance. Horns beeping
and alarms sounding constantly.Incident at 2300, there was
a customer shouting and arguing wi
McDonald's truck arrived fir a delivery at 2115 making a
huge amount of noise, firstly the truck itself then, trolleys,
staff and conversation between driver and team whilst
unloading.
Delivery drivers/riders arguing and shouting and screaming
at each other. Infighting that has spilled out on to Hercules
Place
Delivery drivers/riders arguing and shouting and screaming
at each. More in fighting between them as they can't settle
their differences
Delivery drivers outside McDonald's are shouting and
screaming. Urinating in the street too. Blocking the street,
so the other cars going to McDonald's (customers and
delivery) are beeping their horns to get out. Same bike
doing wheelies was here again to

Please tick  yes
Have you made an application for review relating to the
premises before
If yes please state the date of that application

□
Day

Month

Year

If you have made representations before relating to the premises please state what they were
and when you made them

Please tick 

yes
•
•

I have sent copies of this form and enclosures to the responsible authorities
and the premises licence holder or club holding the club premises certificate,
as appropriate
I understand that if I do not comply with the above requirements my
application will be rejected

IT IS AN OFFENCE, LIABLE ON CONVICTION TO A FINE UP TO LEVEL 5 ON THE
STANDARD SCALE, UNDER SECTION 158 OF THE LICENSING ACT 2003 TO MAKE
A FALSE STATEMENT IN OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS APPLICATION
Part 3 – Signatures (please read guidance note 4)
Signature of applicant or applicant’s solicitor or other duly authorised agent (please read
guidance note 5). If signing on behalf of the applicant please state in what capacity.
Signature S Armstrong
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Date
08/06/2021
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Capacity
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Contact name (where not previously given) and postal address for correspondence
associated with this application (please read guidance note 6)

Post town
Telephone number (if any)

Post Code
I

If you would prefer us to correspond with you using an e-mail address your e-mail address
(optional)
Notes for Guidance
1. A responsible authority includes the local police, fire and rescue authority and other
statutory bodies which exercise specific functions in the local area.
2. The ground(s) for review must be based on one of the licensing objectives.
3. Please list any additional information or details for example dates of problems which are
included in the grounds for review if available.
4. The application form must be signed.
5. An applicant’s agent (for example solicitor) may sign the form on their behalf provided
that they have actual authority to do so.
6. This is the address which we shall use to correspond with you about this application.

Ref

Date & Time

Dept Appl Task Task Desc

Date

Area First Resp

Completed

Outcome

WK/200071890 05/06/2021 23:07 EH

CPIN NI06 NI06 - Vehicle Noise (Deliv/Collect)

05/06/2021 ASB

05/06/2021 23:45 05/06/2021 23:45 CM15

WK/200070947 29/05/2021 00:23 EH

CPIN RB05 RB05 - Gatherings in Public Places

29/05/2021 ASB

29/05/2021 00:24 29/05/2021 02:30 CM15

WK/200061267 12/03/2021 23:17 EH

CPIN RB05 RB05 - Gatherings in Public Places

12/03/2021 ASB

13/03/2021 00:14 13/03/2021 00:14 CM12

WK/200058687 21/02/2021 23:14 EH

CPIN NI06 NI06 - Vehicle Noise (Deliv/Collect)

21/02/2021 ASB

21/02/2021 23:14 21/02/2021 23:40 CM12

WK/200058568 20/02/2021 23:38 EH

CPIN RB05 RB05 - Gatherings in Public Places

20/02/2021 ASB

20/02/2021 23:45 21/02/2021 00:16 CM12

WK/200057460 12/02/2021 23:04 EH

CPIN VN02 VN02 - Motorbikes/Scooters

12/02/2021 ASB

12/02/2021 23:04 12/02/2021 23:20 CM12

WK/200057337 11/02/2021 23:50 EH

CPIN VN02 VN02 - Motorbikes/Scooters

11/02/2021 ASB

11/02/2021 23:52 11/02/2021 23:54 CM12

WK/200055545 29/01/2021 23:19 EH

CPIN NI06 NI06 - Vehicle Noise (Deliv/Collect)

29/01/2021 ASB

29/01/2021 23:42 29/01/2021 23:42 CM12

WK/200051852 28/12/2020 23:37 EH

CPIN VN03 VN03 - Idling Vehicles

28/12/2020 ASB

28/12/2020 23:48 28/12/2020 23:48 CM15

WK/200039794 29/09/2020 23:13 EH

CPIN NI06 NI06 - Vehicle Noise (Deliv/Collect)

29/09/2020 ASB

29/09/2020 23:13 29/09/2020 23:25 CM12

WK/200039793 29/09/2020 23:04 EH

CPIN NI06 NI06 - Vehicle Noise (Deliv/Collect)

29/09/2020 ASB

29/09/2020 23:04 29/09/2020 23:25 CM12

WK/190038042 07/12/2019 01:13 EH

CPIN NI02 NI02 - Construction/Roadworks

07/12/2019 ASB

07/12/2019 01:16 07/12/2019 01:43 CM05

t

Appendix:2

lSLINGTON

Premises Licence Summary
Licensing Act 2003
Premises licence
number

LN/12938-171219AMENDED

Date of original

grant*

09 March 2011

*An annual fee associated with this licence Is to be paid on the anniversary of the
original grant date.
Postal address of premises, or if none, ordnance survey map reference or description
MCDONALDS
13 - 15 SEVEN SISTERS ROAD
Post town

N76AJ

London
Postcode

Telephone number

\~;

..•i:lt

. ..
·,.

'

I

·-

\

b

'ilfl•

Where the licence is time limited the dates

Not A

licable

The times the licence authorises the carrying out of licensable activities

•

The provision of late night refreshment:
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

23:00
23:00
23:00
23:00
23:00
23:00
23:00

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

05:00
05:00
05:00
05:00
05:00
05:00
05:00

the following
the following
the following
the following
the following
the following
the following

day
day
day
day
day
day
day

00:00
00:00
00:00
00:00
00:00

the following
the following
the following
the following
the following
the following
the following

cfay
day
day
day
day
day
day

The opening hours of the premises:

Mpnday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

00:00
00:00
00:00
00:00

00:00
00:00
00:00

to
to

to
to
to
to
to

00:00
00:00

Where the licence authorises supplies of alcohol whether these are on and/or off

supplies
Not applicable

Name, (registered) address of holder of premises licence
Capital Arches Group Ltd
Slh Floor
112 High Holborn
London
WC1V6JS
Registered number of holder, for example company number, charity number (where
applicable}
10139149
Name of designated premises supervisor where the premises licence authorises the
supply of alcohol
Not aoolicable
State whether access to the premises by children Is restricted or prohibited
No restrictions
Islington Council
Public Protection Division
222 Upper Street
London
N1 1XR
T: 020 7527 3031
E: licensing@islington.gov.uk

Annex 1 - Mandatory conditions
1.
All door supervisors shall be licensed by the Security Industry Authority.
A full list of the current mandatory conditions is available from the licensing pages oH
Islington's web site, www.islington.gov.uk. This list is subject to change by order of the
Secretary of State and licensees and other responsible persons are advised to ensure they
are aware of the latest conditions.

Annex 2 - Conditions consistent with the Operating Schedule
1.

The premises shall to work in partnership with all responsible authorities to
ensure the promotion of the four licensing objectives. They shall also seek to
work with the local communities, in achieving a successful cohesion between
their business operations and our neighbours.

2.

The premises shall work in partnership with the local police force to prevent crime
and disorder.

3.

The premises shall operate a robust CCTV Policy to ensure compliance w ith Data
Protection Legislation and to assist the Police with the prevention and detection
of crime. At all stores where CCTV is in operation appropriate signage reflecting
this information is displayed.

4.

The premises shall operate a digital motion activated CCTV systems where
images are retained on a hard drive system. The CCTV equipment will be of a
standard suitable to record images of a proper quality, it will meet the industry
standard and will have Kalagate Certification. As part of the digital system an
alarm will sound if the equipment is faulty or not recording, thereby alerting
management for the need to intervene. The CCTV system will be regularly
serviced by qualified maintenance technicians.

5.

Access to the CCTV system will be provided to Police Officers at their request.

6.
CCTV shall be installed, operated, and maintained, to function at all times that
the premises is open for licensable activities. Said CCTV will comply with the following
criteria:
a) The licensee will ensure that the system is checked every two weeks to ensure that the
system is working properly and that the date and time are correct
b) A record of these checks, showing the date and name of the person checking, will be kept
and made available on demand by the Police or an authorised officer from London Borough
of Islington, in the lawful execution of their duty.
c) The Police Ljcensing Team will be informed by email if the system ~II not be operating for
longer than one day of business for any reason
d) One camera will show a close•up of the entrance to the premises, to capture a clear, full
length image of anyone entering
e) The sy.stem will provide full coverage of the ir:iterior of the premises and any exterior part
of the premises accessible to the public
f) The system will record in real time and recordings will be date and time stamped
g) At all times during operating hours, there will be at least 1 member of staff on the
premises who can operate the systems sufficiently to allow Police or authorised Council
Officers to view footage on request.
In the event there is no member of staff on duty that can operate the CCTV system the
requested footage will be made available within 24 hours of request''
h) Recordings will be kept for a minimum of 31 days and downloaded footage will be
provided free of charge on reasonable demand by the Police or an authorised officer from
London Borough of Islington, in the lawful execution of their duty. Subject to the data
protection act 1998 or any subsequent legislation and this must be done without reasonable
excuse, within 24 hours of any request.
7. All shift running managers will have safety and security training.

8. The premises shall have safety systems in place to protect the safety of customers and staff
at all times. These systems will be regular1y reviewed and updated where
appropriate.
I
1
9. The premises will also be subject to inspections from McDonald's own safety and security
teams to ensure our systems are being maintained.

10. All of our restaurant staff will be required to attend comprehensive safety training to ensure
that safe working methods are adopted and all staff are trained in evacuation
procedure in the event of a fire or other dangerous occurrence.

11. The premises shall operate a "No Open Alcohol Containers" policy to prevent persons
carrying open alcohol into the in-store area. Emergency contact mobile telephone
numbers are listed in the Business Manager's office.

12. The restaurant shall work in partnership with the local Fire Service and Environmental Health
Officer to ensure public safety.

13. The premises shall conduct external litter patrols

14. The premises shall have measures in place to limit noise. The doors should be self-closing
and staff shall encourage customers to be considerate to neighbours and limit noise
both when ordering their food and on leaving the local area.

15. Restaurant staff are required to attend comprehensive safety training.
16..
In the event that crime or serious disorder is, or appears to have been,
committed on the premises, the management will immediately ensure that:
a) The Police and where appropriate the London Ambulance Service, are called immediately
b) As far as is safe and reasonably practicable, all measures will be taken to identify
suspects pending the arrival of the Police
c) As far as is safe and reasonably practicable, all measures will be taken to preserve any
identified crime scene pending the arrival of the Police all staff will receive training and
guidance from the Metropolitan Police in Crime Scene Preservation.

17. An incident log shall be kept at the premises, and made available on demand by the
Police or an authorised officer from London Borough of Islington, in the lawful
execution of their duty which will record:
a) All allegations of crime or disorder reported at the venue
b) All complaints received by any party c) Any faults in the CCTV system
d) Any visit " Ya relevant authority or emergency service
I
e) All ejections of patrons
f) All seizures of drugs or offensive weapons
Annex 3 • Conditions attached after a hearing by the licensing authority

Annex 4- Plans
Reference Number: Ground & First Floors U0002001 Nov 19
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Safer Neighbourhoods Police have been aware of the persistent issue that the moped riders
regularly cause outside of McDonalds on Seven Sisters Road, Finsbury Park N7. This has been
an issue for the past 2/3 years and have been highlighted to Response officers by emergency
calls to the location, Safer Neighbourhood team officers by local residents complaining of antisocial behaviour and the Council Licensing team who during Covid, assisted in enforcing social
distancing regulations. This was a particular challenge with the number of delivery riders
congregating outside the venue, at times blocking the pathway.
The local Safer Neighbourhoods Sergeant states that the issues at this venue are often raised by
local residents demanding action be taken against these delivery drivers. While there has been
some engagement between the local Neighbourhood police and the security manager for
McDonalds, these issues continue to persist impacting on the quality of life for the local residents.
These delivery riders reportedly cause ASB by riding on the pavements and have been aggressive
to members of the public.
Police support this application with the view to reduce the issues emanating from the riders thus
improving the lives of the local community’s residents and safeguarding staff at the location. The
data below shows that in the past year alone, this venue’s issues with their operation has

- The prevention of crime and disorder.
- Public Safety.
- Protection of children from harm.

The application for this review, is on the basis of concerns in relation to the following Licensing
Objectives:

My name is Darren Emanuel and I am a Police Constable with the Metropolitan Police Service. My
current role is Licensing Officer for the London Borough of Islington.
I am submitting a representation on behalf of the Police licensing team in respect to the review
application submitted by Islington Council’s Community Safety team in relation to the premises of
McDonald’s, 13-15, SEVEN SISTERS RD, ISLINGTON N7.

Dear Sir/Madam,

Islington Licensing Authority

07919547416
licensingpolice@islington.gov.uk

Islington Police Licensing
Team
Islington Police Station
2 Tolpuddle Street
London
N1 0YY

McDonalds, 13-15 Seven Sisters Road
Islington,
London,
N7 6AJ

06/07/2021

Date:

METROPOLITAN POLICE
SERVICE

WK/200072466

Ref:

Premises Licence Review.

McDonalds

Re:

Appendix 3

I

contributed to ASB and crime and disorder within the local area despite not being fully open to the
public for most of the period due to Coronavirus government restrictions.

SUPPORTING DATA
The data in this report has been collated in the most part from the Cris system that records all
allegations of crime to police. There is as you would expect for a premises of this type and hours,
a considerable number of crimes attributed to the premises. I have therefore removed any thefts,
assaults or other crime matters reported with the premises as a location that do not appear
relevant. These crimes therefore have a stated or obvious food delivery bearing. I have included
reports outside of the LNR hours at present for consideration as I believe these still evidence that
better management or conditioning of the delivery operation is necessary.

TIMELINE OF EVENTS
McDonalds reopened in June 2020 for delivery takeaway only.
17/11/2020 17:00 hours
ABH
CRIS 2725760/20
Victim assaulted by an unknown male who has attacked him whilst we was waiting to pick up a
delivery from McDonalds.
04/12/2020 00:22 hours
Criminal Damage
CRIS 2727065/20
Police were called after reports that two males were smashing up the venue after a dispute with
the management.
17/02/2021 16:30 hours
Public Order Offence
CRIS 2703023/21
An employee at McDonalds alleged that a male delivery driver working for Uber eats was
repeatedly abusive to her.
21/03/2021 20:00 hours
Public Order Offence
CRIS 2705279/21
Male suspect jumped over the barrier into staff area. Suspect then made threats when asked to
leave.
06/04/2021 13:20 hours
Public Order offences
CRIS 2706407/21
Manager at venue reporting ongoing issues with a delivery driver who keeps coming into the
venue and after collecting order, drives off without making payment. Driver threatened to assault
staff when challenged.
15/04/2021 14:27 hours
Criminal Damage/Possession Class B
CRIS 2707080/21
Manager called requesting assistance as delivery driver smashing things up at the venue. Driver
arrested by police.

22/04/2021 18:00 hours
Public Order offence
CRIS 2707636/21
Delivery driver sat in the waiting area of the restaurant for an order pick up, rolling up a joint of
Class B drugs. When asked to stop, he became aggressive and abusive.
28/04/2021 17:15 hours
Public Order Offence
CRIS 2708104/21
Delivery driver threatened staff after being confronted about eating inside venue.
10/05/2021 15:00 hours
Theft
CRIS 2709010/21
Delivery rider’s bike stolen from outside venue.
10/06/2021 23:30 hours
Assault
CRIS 2711520/21
Victim punched in the face by a suspect at the location.
13/06/2021 13:45 hours
Criminal Damage/Assault
CRIS 2711702/21
Delivery driver at the location smashing up the restaurant. He had assaulted staff and the caller.
21/06/2021 17:35 hours
Assault
CRIS 2712331/21
Victim was sat in his vehicle when he was approached by a male on a moped who told him to
move his car as he was blocking the road where the Uber delivery bikes wait. After a heated
argument, another delivery moped rider approached the victim from the passenger side and
punched him in the face.

CONCLUSION
The Licensing Police team support the review application made by Community Safety and agree
with their position regarding the withdrawal of late night refreshment via delivery service or the
implementation of a plan involving security staff to manage the drivers.
Should the Committee decide that late night provision continue using delivery services with further
safeguards, police would ask that the following conditions be considered to mitigate the risk of any
future incidents of this nature.
1. Delivery drivers shall be instructed not to loiter, huddle outside the premises so as to prevent
public nuisance in the immediate area. To promote this and prevent nuisance to local residents
there shall be a dedicated driver waiting area within the store for all delivery drivers whilst the
driver is waiting to collect their order. Included in this control measure there shall be provision by
McDonalds for drivers to access toilet and wash room facilities.
2. To prevent illegal parking or pavement obstruction by delivery drivers collecting from the
premises they shall only park and load in a designated area, location or loading bays as approved
by the Council. A designated staff manager shall oversee and be responsible for ensuring any
delivery drivers comply.
3. To prevent noise nuisance to local resident’s drivers shall turn off their engine, and desist as far
as reasonably possible from loitering or talking in this area outside the premises.

4. The premises licence holder shall employ at the premises at least 2 SIA door supervisor (on
Friday-Saturday) and 1 SIA door supervisor (on Sunday-Thursday) from 23:00 until 0500 hrs or 30
minutes after the end of licensable activity for walk in customers if earlier.
5. Whenever the premises is open for licensable activity there shall be a manager on duty trained
in the McDonald’s Conflict Management programme to deal with any delivery driver issues .
6. The contact telephone number for the duty manager shall be displayed inside the premises
such that it is clearly visible from outside without the need to enter the premises.

Respectfully submitted
PC Darren Emanuel
Islington Police Licensing Officer
Islington Council
222 Upper Street, London, N1 1XR

Licensing Authority Representation
Licensing Act 2003 – Premises Licence Review
Premises:

MCDONALDS
13-15 SEVEN SISTERS ROAD N7 6AJ

Licensee: Capital Arches Group Ltd
Premises Licence number: LN/12938-171219
Applicant:

Sarah Armstrong on behalf of Islington Council Community Safety Team

I am submitting a representation on behalf of the Licensing Authority in support of the
application for a Premises Licence Review submitted by the Community Safety Team. This
representation relates to the prevention of crime and disorder and prevention of public
nuisance licensing objectives.
Background
The licensed premises is on the ground floor of the property, with residential properties to
the side of the premises and behind, in Hercules Place and Bowmans Mews. The premises
has been licensed since 2011 although ownership has changed on a number of occasions.
The current licence holder, Capital Arches Group Ltd, has held the premises licence since
25/11/19, when the Transfer of the licence was successfully applied for.
The premises is licensed for the provision of late night refreshment on and off the premises
from 2300 to 0500 each day.
The licence is subject to conditions including:
The premises shall work in partnership with all responsible authorities to ensure the
promotion of the four licensing objectives. They shall also seek to work with the local
communities in achieving a successful cohesion between the business operations and our
neighbours.
The premises shall work in partnership with the local police force to prevent crime and
disorder.
Community Safety Team, the Service Director and Licensing held a meeting with the licence
holders on 2/12/19 to discuss the long standing and ongoing issues of driver behaviour. It
was attended by Mr Kalu Ukpai – Area Manager and Mr Savash Emir, the Manager. At the
time, the drivers were causing disturbance and driving recklessly in nearby Herslets Road
where they had been parking.
Also at that time, drivers were allowed to park on the red route on Seven Sisters Road after
7pm and so the managers said they would ask the drivers to use Seven Sisters Road.
The managers promised that they would come back with a plan and put systems in place
with the delivery drivers with better communication.
Mr Kalu said that they would change the delivery provider (Uber) if this did not work and that
he had installed security staff from Thursday to Saturdays.
Since 2/12/19, there have been 12 reports after 11pm to the Councils ASB/Noise team,
including complaints of building work at 1am, vehicle and driver noise and anti-social
behaviour. Some of these are included in the list of calls and complaints provided by the
Community Safety Team in the application.

The review application
This review application presents the recent history at the premises, citing incidents involving
violence and anti-social behaviour by delivery service drivers, dangerous driving and parking
causing obstruction and non-compliance with the premises licence conditions.
The information provided in the application lists the history of complaints and reports of
nuisance and anti-social behaviour provided with the application raises serious concerns
about the management of these premises, the safety of the public and staff, the high levels
of anti-social behaviour, causing disturbance and distress to their neighbours.
There have been frequent attempts by the Licensing Authority, Community Safety Team and
Ward Councillors to deal with the serious issues at the premises. The Licensing Service is
concerned that without robust measures in place, including competent and able
management, further serious incidents will occur.
Licensing Policy considerations:
The following Policies, determined by the Licensing Authority as being appropriate to
promote the licensing objectives, are relevant to this application:
Licensing Policy 8 - Management Standards
Licensing Policy 21 - Public Nuisance
Licensing Policy 22 - Noise Associated with Licensable Activities
Licensing Policy 29 - Review of Licensed Premises
Standards of Management:
When assessing the licensee’s ability to demonstrate a commitment to high standards of
management the Licensing Authority will take into account whether the applicant or licensee:


can demonstrate comprehensive knowledge of best practice



has sought advice from the responsible authorities



has implemented any advice that been given by the responsible authorities



is able to understand verbal and written advice and legal requirements



can demonstrate knowledge of the licensing objectives, relevant parts of the
Licensing Policy and their responsibilities under the Licensing Act 2003



is able to run their businesses lawfully and in accordance with good business
practices



can demonstrate a track record of compliance with legal requirements

Where there is a history of non-compliance associated with the management of the
premises, the Licensing Authority is unlikely to permit premises to continue to operate
without further restrictions on review, unless there is evidence of significant improvement in
management standards.
The Licensing Authority is committed to promoting high standards of management in all
licenced premises and expects licensees to demonstrate this through their management
practices. Experience indicates that where these requirements are not adhered to, the

licensing objectives are likely to be undermined.
Review of Licensed Premises
The Licensing Authority will apply the full range of powers available to it when a review of a
premise licence becomes necessary, including:


Restricting hours of operation



Removing licensable activities from the premises licence



Imposing additional conditions



Suspending a licence



Revoking a licence.



The Licensing Authority believes that the promotion of the licensing objectives
are best achieved in an atmosphere of mutual co-operation between all
stakeholders. Reviews are therefore mainly reserved for circumstances where
early warnings of concerns and the need for improvement have gone unheeded
by the management of the licensed premises.

Suggested conditions
The Licensing Authority supports the recommendations put forward by the Community
Safety Team.
The Licensing Authority suggests that the Committee consider the effect of delivery drivers
in the local area and ask that all deliveries be by non-motorised vehicles, and, that the
management of the premises monitor the behaviour of the drivers and take action, through
the delivery service providers, on any drivers causing anti-social behaviour.
The licensee should provide SIA registered security staff to cover the busiest periods for
delivery services.
Recommendation
The Licensing Authority has submitted this representation, having considered all the
evidence presented by the Community Safety Team and having reviewed the Licensing
Service’s records. It is recommended that the Licensing Committee consider the full options
available under Section 52 of the Licensing Act. If the Committee are minded to modify the
conditions of the licence, it is recommended that the suggested additional conditions
presented in the application be given consideration.
Terrie Lane
Licensing Manager
Public Protection Division
222 Upper Street
London N1 1XR
T: 020 7527 3031
E: licensing@islington.gov.uk

28/06/2021

FAO
Licensing Team
Islington Council
3rd Floor
222 Upper Street
London
N1 1XR
2 July 2021
Dear Sir/Madam,

Premises Licence Application: Review McDonalds 13-15 Seven Sisters
Road. N7 6AJ
Thank you for your email on above subject dated 28 June.
Please see my representations below, on behalf of the Finsbury Park Ward
Councillors, regarding the above premises licence application review under
the Licensing Act 2003. I have made my representations in relation to the
counci l's four licensing objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.

prevention of crime and disorder
public safety
prevention of public nuisance
protection of children from harm

I have previously provided the council with evidence to support my
representations contained in this letter in emails, orally and with photographs
and films, much of which is contained in the application for the premises
licence review submitted by Sarah A rmstrong, on behalf of the council's
Community Safety Team, on 8 June 2021 .
Whi le the representations below are specifically related to the licenced hours
of the McDonalds premises from 11pm-5am, the negative impacts of the
platform delivery driver business model used by the store, as described
below, also apply to other significant periods of the daytime and during the
evening.
Since McDonalds started using a platform delivery service in 2017 to deliver
food to customers' premises I have been sending Islington Council complaints
that I have received from local residents, businesses and nearby Grafton
School relating to the crime, anti-social behaviour and nuisance caused by the
delivery drivers collecting and delivering McDonalds food. And with the rise of
the Gig economy, McDonalds have openly acknowledged that the demand for
deliveries to their customers is growing.
These include reports of noise nuisance , littering, urinating and defecati ng,
dangerous driving, driving on the pavement, parking on the forecourt of the

Halifax Building Society, alleged drug crime and violent and intimidating
behaviour by the drivers.
I have also passed on complaints from residents to the council regarding:
deliveries of supplies by large and noisy lorries to McDonalds at unsociable
hours – the most recent McDonalds delivery arriving at 01:30am; and two
waste cooking oil-spills near a drain at the rear of the shop.
As a result of these complaints, Islington Council has liaised with both
McDonalds, the delivery companies (Uber Eats and Deliveroo), the police and
the local community to explore ways of removing, or at least minimising
(mitigating), the negative impacts on residents described above and below.
Ward Councillors, accompanied by council officers, have also met McDonalds
on two occasions about these problems, and in 2020 Cllrs hosted two public
meetings where council officers, McDonalds and representatives from the
platform delivery companies McDonalds use were present. At all the above
meetings McDonalds committed to dealing with the problems brought to their
attention. However, in spite of the requirement in the premises licence at
Annex 2 for this type of “partnership” working with responsible authorities, the
local community and the police to achieve the council’s four licencing
objectives - including solving the negative impacts on people and children in
the local community caused by the delivery drivers – these problems are in
fact only getting worse.
Parking enforcement patrols in the area have been increased, stricter traffic
management orders have been implemented, and the police have had to be
called on to support in managing the crime and anti-social behaviour. And the
council is now in the process of introducing further parking restrictions aimed
at preventing delivery drivers from parking in Hercules Place and Bowmans
Mews. While more parking enforcement is welcome in Hercules Place and
Bowmans Mews, it is almost certainly only going to displace the delivery
driver problem elsewhere to other nearby residential streets with negative
impacts on the other residents who live there.
Recently the council have been provided with footage of violent offences
involving the delivery drivers with the use of weapons and very near misses
where pedestrians have narrowly missed being hit by delivery bikes. The
council has video evidence of delivery drivers riding dangerously on the
streets, performing wheelies and parking on the footway causing obstructions
to pedestrians. These delivery drivers can clearly be seen entering
McDonalds and carrying McDonalds orders.
Residents with young families have narrowly avoided being hit by vehicles,
and as the area is next to Grafton primary school children and families are
affected by the dangerous driving and the leftover litter and human waste at
the entrance to their school. Under the council’s licensing objectives children
must be protected from harm and should not be exposed to excessive noise,
criminal activity and anti-social behaviour. Unfortunately, this licenced
business activity is doing just that.

In the four years that McDonalds have been using delivery drivers at their
store they have not only failed to prevent the negative impacts on residents
and the local community described above, but as this type of business grows
the problems are in fact only getting worse. And this is after much patient and
meticulous intervention by the council, ward Cllrs and the police. In our view
the road infrastructure in this area clearly cannot support the level of
deliveries now being generated by the platform delivery model at McDonalds
given the very close proximity of the store to residential dwellings. It is also
now obvious that the lack of any welfare facilities for delivery drivers here, and
limited toilet facilities, are only exacerbating the negative impacts on local
residents and on the area in general.
It is clearly the case that McDonalds are not adhering to the terms of their
premises licence here on a number of counts (see terms and conditions of the
premises licence issued on 4 February 2020), tis includes item 13, as there is
little evidence of “external litter patrols” taking place. Unless McDonalds can
give an unequivocal commitment to adhere to the terms and conditions of
their existing premises licence, and also build in further measures to mitigate
the negative impacts on the local community caused by delivery drivers (with
further conditions applied by the local authority), we ward Councillors would
call on the licensing authority to revoke this licence.
Yours sincerely,
Cllrs Gary Heather, Mick O’Sullivan and Asima Shaikh

Residential representations
Rep 1
I am a resident of
Holloway and wish to lodge my full objection to
McDonald’s application for a new license, it is McDonald’s and it’s customers and associated delivery
riders and their delivery lorries that have been the direct and indirect cause of 90% of ASB and
criminality of varying levels in this small area, I have witnessed and been a victim of ASB and
criminality more times than I care to mention, it makes life miserable for residents and adversely
affects our quality of life and if the council allows McDonald’s to carry on like this we will be forced
to move which is something we can barely afford to do let alone want to do...and why should
anyone because of McDonald’s greed. I fear in the current climate of knife crime etc in London this
area will not escape this if McDonald’s are allowed to carry on unchecked.
Yours

Hercules Place
Rep 2

To whom it may concern,
I live at
and have had to endure the effects of McDonald’s having an overnight
licence for the last 7 years.
The main issues are:
Crime and disorder: their patrons collect in our alleyway and countless number of times there are
incidents of drug taking, fights that require ambulance and police involvement, and criminal damage
to property. Their patrons intimidate and threaten individuals that live in the area, particularly
women. We have had countless number of break ins into our property, with illegal drug taking in our
stair wells and theft from our building.
I have also in the day time witnessed incidents where patrons engage in antisocial behaviour during
school hours, targeting children in the adjacent Grafton school.
The patrons and delivery drivers cause a lot of noise nuisance which runs into all hours of the night
and we have to constantly engage officers from the council to try and mitigate this with little effect.
This happens every single night.
From the dirt and oil spills related to McDonald’s delivery, their lack of care for fellow residents such
as scheduling loud deliveries at 1/2am, they have not been good members of the community.
I hope you will take our concerns into consideration and reject the overnight license and give our
community a chance to be liveable again.

Rep 3

F.T.A.O
Licensing Team,
Islington Council
3rd Floor
222, Upper St
London N1 1XR

Dear Sir/Madam,

RE: Premises Licence Application: Review McDonalds 13-15 Seven Sisters Road, N7
6AJ

I am writing in support of the application to revoke McDonalds trading licence for 11pm - 5am. Due
to the negative impacts upon Hercules Place that are a direct result of McDonalds and associated
delivery drivers.

My business premises is on Hercules Place, I/my business is directly affected by the antisocial
behaviours and condition of our street.

I have changed my working hours to avoid the area during the evening as it is not safe to be entering
or exiting my premises at these times due to the intimidating behaviours of the drivers and the
dangerous driving up and down the street and upon the pavement.

I have also had to cancel business meetings from my workplace due to the stench from urine and
faeces left outside my workplace. It is not possible to host meetings without first warning clients of
the need for vigilance due to reckless driving and due to aforementioned excrement etc.

My business pays Islington council £1,383.00 per calendar month in business rates. For this outlay
my business should be afforded a safe and sanitary environment to operate from.

I have attended Cllr hosted public meetings with MacDonalds and their representatives from the
related platform delivery companies in which they claimed to be addressing these issues of public
safety, crime and disorder. NOTHING CHANGED.
The limits of dialogue has been reached.
I call on the licensing authority to revoke this licence.

Yours sincerely,

Rep 4

Dear Sir/Madam,

Premises Licence Application: Review McDonald's 13-15 Seven Sisters Road, N7 6AJ

I am writing in regard to the above license review, as I strongly believe that McDonald’s should have
their license revoked, and have restrictions placed upon them in regards to delivery platforms.

I have been a resident of
for over a decade, and since there has been 24 hour
opening, it has been an unpleasant place to live, particularly on the weekends. Once the delivery
platforms began to be used by them, it has become unbearable. I am aware of the council’s four
licensing objectives, and feel that McDonald’s do not respect any of them, which has been clear in the
emails that I have been sending throughout this time. I am also painfully aware that we are still in a
period of Covid-19 restrictions, and that once they are lifted, and nightclubs can reopen, the situation
will deteriorate further.

The following relates to the hours of 11pm - 5am, but please be aware that the delivery drivers greatly
affect our lives throughout the entire day, seven days a week, and I will state specific incidents that
we have faced.

There is a huge amount of noise from McDonald’s staff having breaks outside, taking the rubbish out,
and doors banging. There is noise from customers - a lot of these customers are intoxicated, and will
play their music full blast, shout at one another down the street, bang car doors etc. There is also
noise from the delivery drivers - both bikes and cars (the bikes are the biggest issue during the day,
but at night there are also plenty of car delivery drivers, and they are happy to use their horns and

shout whilst trying to get out of the street). There have been deliveries at 1.30am, with an HGV truck,
and they took no consideration of the time, and were so noisy that I imagine the entire street was
woken up.

Amongst the delivery drivers there appears to be a lot of animosity, and this breaks out into violence
on at least a weekly basis. The police have been called to break up fights on many occasions, with
innocent bystanders being injured too. The drivers carry knives, and we have video evidence of a
driver threatening to use this in a fight. There have also been fights involving baseball bats, and one
driver smashed all the windows and the door of a home in the alley off Hercules Place. There is so
much drug dealing in Bowman’s Mews, that you cannot look out of the window at these times without
seeing someone buying or selling drugs. Many of the sellers are also the delivery drivers, and they
deal to one another as well as the public. There is also a lot of drug taking, and drug paraphernalia
left in the street, or thrown over the school fence into the yard.

With all this in mind, and the sheer volume of cars and bikes in Hercules Place and Bowman’s Mews,
it is dangerous to walk down the street at these times, especially as you often need to walk in the road
as the pavement is impassable thanks to the bikes and cars parked on there. There are several bike
drivers who speed and do wheelies, on both the road and the pavement, and it is purely a matter of
luck that you are not hit by one of them, as they have absolutely no regard for anyone else. The
crossing outside McDonald’s is so dangerous as the bikes speed out of Hercules Place, or are parked
all over the road and crossing, and it was upsetting to see a pedestrian hit by a delivery car last year
and taken off in an ambulance, lights and siren on. I have a pram and two young children, and there
are other families in the street, and I am nervous every time I have to leave or return to our front
door. My toddler is scared of the street because he has narrowly avoided being hit by a bike on more
than one occasion, so has to be carried. This was not during licensing hours, but it is heartbreaking,
and shows what a nightmare we are living in because of McDonald’s. I am intimidated walking down
the street too - of course the drivers are aware of the complaints we have made, and see our front
door. They do everything they can to make me feel uncomfortable, and have, on occasion abused
me too - when you ask a driver to move their bike so you can pass with a buggy, and they shout
obscenities at and after you, it is difficult to know what to say to your child who asks “Mummy, why is
that man shouting at you? Is that why you are upset? Is it something I did?”.

There is, as you would expect, a huge amount of urinating and defecation in the street, and despite
assurances from Mcdonald’s, they close their toilets at night. Of course they do - why would they
bother keeping the toilets open for their customers at night, when they can use our street at no extra
cost to the business. Islington council have started jet washing the street regularly, which is a relief,
as the smell on a warm day is eye watering. But this is a cost to the council, as is the nightly
CCTV/parking enforcement, which I don’t think they should have to bare. It is McDonald’s making the
profits, and McDonald’s who need to show some responsibility.

As I mentioned earlier, not only are there families in the street (and more moving in as more
residential dwelling is built), but there is a primary school at the end of Hercules Place. There is drug
paraphernalia and rubbish thrown over the fence, and a vast amount of human waste, as well as the
pollution of the bikes and cars, many of whom leave their engines running whilst they are
there. Thankfully the McDonald’s delivery truck now generally turns their engine off. Also, the area is
clearly becoming known as as a good area to deal drugs, as we are seeing more and more dealers
during the day now too, and they appear when older children finish school too. Children in this area
are harmed by the activities of McDonald’s during to pollution, noise, criminal activity, violence,
dangerous driving and anti-social behaviour.

It is difficult writing this email, as it forces me to recount all of the problems we have had over the
years, and the huge negative impact McDonald’s have had on our mental health as a family, and the
continued issues it is causing our family. They pay lip service during meetings and email
correspondence, but it is clear that they only care about profits, and are just hoping that the
complaints will eventually stop, and as a multi-national corporation they will, as always, get their own
way. McDonald’s tell us, depending on how much pressure the council is currently putting on them,
that either they have no control over the delivery drivers as they are part of the gig economy, and not
employed by them, or that they will put a Marshall outside (interestingly not during the licenced
hours), and ban any pick ups from drivers that park in the street. Neither is an acceptable answer,
and it is clear from the periods that they do have a Marshall out there, that the drivers pay them no
attention and do whatever they want, so they cannot control them, even if they want to.

We have no respite from these issues, as it is open 24/7, and we can’t go home to escape it as this is
our home. Our sleep is disturbed every weekend, and it is a good week if we aren’t woken up
Monday to Thursday. This is all caused by a business, and one that has increased its hours and
trading platforms over the years to increase sales. That is why they are open. That is why we are
struggling. Because of a company who wants to make more money, but not address any of the many
issues that they cause, and do not follow any of the terms of their license.

So therefore I implore you to consider revoking their license, and also look at the issue of delivery
platforms in use at the site, as the issues that we have are throughout the entire day, every day.

Yours sincerely,

Rep 5

From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:
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Dear Sir/Madam,
Premises licence Application: Review McDonald's 13-15 Seven sisters road N? 6AJ
I'm a resident of
and have been sine~
, a time when McDonald's closed at 2200
and Hercules place was a quieter street. I have been writing to councillors from as far back as 2014.
When McDonald's became a 24 hour operation the area was transformed into a loud dark area to
conduct all sorts of ASS, drug dealing/taking, late night vehicle traffic from nightclub patrons beeping
horns, sounding loud music, shouting and screaming, urinating and all sorts of other disruptive violent
and criminal behaviour into the early hours of the morning.
McDonald's is not as good a neighbour as they would have you believe as during this time especially
over the course of the last 4/5 years when the situation has progressively gotten worse. A few
examples are,
• Constant delivery issues that have recently arrived to unload at 0130 in the morning.
• Delivery truck in excess of 10 tonne parking up on a weekend when 100's market pedestrians
are walking and making their way in/out of the Hercules Place entrance/exit.
• Delivery truck engines left running for more than 15 mins at a time to keep goods at temp
When the delivery platforms were launched they created a whole new level of problems as the
demand began increasing and the issues that they brought became louder and further out of control. I
have been documenting all the activities mentioned above over the years and have submitted most
to councillors over this time so my claims can be validated if needed however, I believe the footage I
have provided has been used to help provide evidence for this case.
In terms of the 4 licensing objectives I have witnessed and filmed
• Delivery riders committing dangerous acts when riding namely wheelies, speeding in the
vicinity of the front entrance and being sworn at an intimidated by the riders as they are always
in groups.
• Riders urinating and littering right behind the school playground
• Riders have no regard and fly off seven sisters road onto pavements in front McDonald's and
the Halifax bank.
• Riders and drivers constantly congregating and being loud and engaging in illegal acts of drug
dealing and other criminal activity late into the night and early into the morning.
• The delivery riders and drivers are a constant nuisance in the area as they cover all the area of
Hercules place, and Bowman's mews at times there have been in excess of 25 mopeds
coming and going and stationary being loud and intimidating
Most of this activity is taking place but not limited to, late at night and early into the morning as the
type of customer McDonald's attracts at that time is more unsavoury or drunken.
I have two young children and fear leaving my front door as I don't know what to expect when I exit.
We are over run with the sound of mopeds and delivery drivers throughout the night. Imagine waking
up to those sounds and then have to put two children back to sleep because of the carelessness of a
neighbour, namely McDonald's. We have often had the feeling of being trapped especially during
lockdown and having to work from home. The mental strain over the last 12/18 months has been
unbearable and not conducive to a healthy family life.
The riders have not only become a general nuisance in the area but have also attracted a violent and
criminal element that at times police have had to attend and break up fights involving delivery riders,

some with weapons and some damaging property.
McDonald's have been given ample opportunities to rectify these issues but have ignored/failed to do
so. In public meetings in 2020 requests were made to McDonald's to disable the delivery platforms
after 2300-0600. These requests were ignored and they continued to operate on a 24/7 basis and the
situation rapidly got worse. Instead of moving the delivery operations to a dark kitchen where they
could facilitate the vehicle traffic McDonald's have continued to exhaust the delivery option from a site
that does not have the infrastructure to support such activity. They have forgotten they are in a
residential area and we have to co-exist.
The fundamental issue remains, as long as McDonald's are allowed to operate during these hours
(2300-0500) they will continue to attract the drivers/riders ASB, violent and criminal activity that
comes with being open at that time
It also remains to be seen how McDonald's can control a rider/driver that is not directly employed by
them and contrary to what the delivery platforms say, they have been powerless to manage the riders
as they are not their employee either.
So, who is the rider accountable to??
My answer is Nobody, and that being the case the issues they bring will not disappear until the
platform users have been held to account.
Please consider all the evidence and and revoke McDonald's licence to operate from 2300 to 0500 so
we can all get some peace and move forward with living and better life.
Regards
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Appendix 4
Suggested conditions put forward by Responsible Authorities in response to the
application for review:
1.

Delivery drivers shall be instructed not to loiter, huddle outside the premises so as to prevent public
nuisance in the immediate area. To promote this and prevent nuisance to local residents there shall be
a dedicated driver waiting area within the store for all delivery drivers whilst the driver is waiting to
collect their order. Included in this control measure there shall be provision by McDonalds for drivers to
access toilet and wash room facilities.

2.

To prevent illegal parking or pavement obstruction by delivery drivers collecting from the premises
they shall only park and load in a designated area, location or loading bays as approved by the
Council. A designated staff manager shall oversee and be responsible for ensuring any delivery drivers
comply.

3.

To prevent noise nuisance to local resident’s drivers shall turn off their engine, and desist as far as
reasonably possible from loitering or talking in this area outside the premises.

4.

The premises licence holder shall employ at the premises at least 2 SIA door supervisor (on FridaySaturday) and 1 SIA door supervisor (on Sunday-Thursday) from 23:00 until 0500 hrs or 30 minutes
after the end of licensable activity for walk in customers if earlier.

5.

Whenever the premises is open for licensable activity there shall be a manager on duty trained in the
McDonald’s Conflict Management programme to deal with any delivery driver issues .

6.

The contact telephone number for the duty manager shall be displayed inside the premises such that it
is clearly visible from outside without the need to enter the premises.
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